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ABSTRACT: The present study examines the effect of dynamic classrooms on improvement of educational motivation among the students. The study found a significant difference among classrooms administered by female teachers and male teachers in terms of educational dynamism.
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ABSTRACT: The present research was done to study the facilitates and equipment necessary for information and communication in educational centers. The study found that the satisfaction of the presence of each calculated effect size has high strength.
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ABSTRACT:
This study examined the relationship between students' academic progress and their literary abilities. This was a descriptive research. Data was gathered from 150 students of Shahed University. A literature test was used to evaluate literary abilities and a paper-pencil test was used to assess students' academic achievements. The results indicated that students' literary abilities are not gender specific; general programs for optimizing the literary abilities of various ages should be provided.
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ABSTRACT:
The current study is a descriptive project that has dealt with rate of Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB) in personnel of Shahed University. Data was gathered through questionnaire from 160 personnel of the University. The results indicated that the rate of OCB in the personnel of Shahed University is at a higher level and in general Organizational Citizenship Behavior of academic personnel is also at greater level than mean rate.
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ABSTRACT:
The aim of this study is to examine the relationship between achievement motivation and ambiguity tolerance with entrepreneurship among students of Hormozgan University. The results indicated that 15.7% of variance of students' entrepreneurial intentions are explained by the achievement motivation criterion variable and 19% of variance of the entrepreneurship criterion variable are explained by the predictor variables. In other words 22% of variances of the entrepreneurship criterion variable are explained by the predictor variables.
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